Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 11

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. a rumbling sound caused by weather conditions
5. a person riding in a vehicle
7. a chart showing the days, weeks, and months
9. widely liked
10. a tooth with a broad, flat top
11. one who offers guidance
14. in the shape of a circle
15. sharply unpleasant in taste
18. to show great respect
20. relating to stars
21. respond
22. a slight shaking
25. a person licensed to practice medicine
26. one who brings news
27. the head official of a city

Down
1. a vehicle that pulls a plow
2. having to do with the Moon
3. one-fourth of a whole
4. appropriate
6. one who represents a state in a senate
7. an underground space beneath a building
8. a loud noise caused by an excited crowd
12. opposite of exit
13. taste
14. a section of a book
16. A turtleneck sweater has a tall ___.
17. column
19. It can carry you up or down.
23. opposite of minor
24. hostility
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